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Many of my first memories
revolve around my grandmother
Laura Mamagona's apartment in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. She
shared the apartment with my
uncle Crockett, who was a college
student. Her apartment was the
upstairs room of an old house on
the side of a hill on College Street.
My memories are mostly of
domestic
activities.
Cooking.
Sweeping. Sitting around. Playing
with trains. Leafing through
Crockett's
Sports
Illustrated
magazine collection. Laura worked
the night shift at the veteran's
hospital across from Riverside Park.
Early on weekday mornings, June,
my mother, would drop me off at
Laura's place in her VW bug, the
first car I remember. I had my own
crib at Laura's, one I can remember
escaping pretty easily. Often, Laura
would sleep most of the morning
while I puttered around the house.
Sometimes, Crockett would be
there. Family lore tells that once,
June dropped me off earlier than

usual and Laura had worked a little
late, so I was probably there alone
for a short while. I heard the story
so often growing up that I can
seemingly remember that day, too.
This was in the mid-1970s, before
Congress enacted the Indian Child
Welfare Act.
Recently, my wife Wenona
Singel discovered documents about
Laura's childhood home life in the
National Archives in Chicago.
Wenona was there to research
family boarding school histories.
Laura's name as a young woman,
Laura
Stevens,
was
listed
alongside several of her brothers
and sisters as former students at
Mount Pleasant Indian Industrial
Boarding School. They were all
born with the Pokagon surname,
but Laura's dad, Peter Stevens,
changed their names, thinking it
would help the family blend in
with white America. Laura never
attended the boarding school, and
instead spent those years in
quarantine in a hospital in
Kalamazoo. We think she tested
positive for tuberculosis at the
boarding school intake and was
diverted to quarantine. While

Laura was there in the hospital
during several of her early teen
years, her biological mother walked
on. Laura had younger brothers
and sisters in her family home in
Allegan County, Michigan. So,
Peter--who was single then--drove
to Kalamazoo and took Laura
home. As a young woman, but the
oldest sibling left in the house,
Laura was forced to replace her

mom. The archive documents
contain reports by social workers
who visited the house, we think, on
somewhat random occasions. They
were spot checks, of sorts, by the
State of Michigan, to see how this
Indian family with no mother in the
home was coming along.
The social workers detailed
every aspect of the Stevens' home in
the reports. They noted how many
Bibles were in the house and where
they were placed. They noted how
many portraits of Jesus Christ there
were and the location each was
hung. They reported Laura's
younger siblings were all dressed
for company and quietly studying.
They
focused
especially
on
teenaged Laura. There she was,
sweeping the kitchen. There she
was, cooking dinner. There she
was, folding clothes. The social
workers were impressed. Well, they
were barely impressed. Laura was,
after all, still an Indian. Reading the
reports, one can't help but think
that young Laura Stevens was the
only thing stopping the State from
taking Peter Stevens's kids away
from him. Imagine if she had been
out shopping on the day of the spot
visit. The little Stevens kids would
have been home alone, dishes in the
sink and dirty clothes on the floor.
Laura might have come home from
shopping, and then later Peter from
work, to find a home stripped of its
children. However, this never came
to be. Perhaps out of sheer luck,
Laura was always home when the
social workers showed up.
Laura walked on in 2001, but
her relations (and mine) are
enrolled with Michigan Indian
tribes such as the Pokagon Band of
Potawatomi Indians (Pokagon) and
the
Match-E-Be-Nash-She-Wish
Band of Pottawatomi Indians (Gun
Lake). Some of us are enrolled with
the Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa
and Chippewa Indians (GTB), our
enrollment deriving from my
grandfather David Mamagona's
line and other relatives on Laura's
side. The federal government did
not recognize those tribes back

when Laura was young. GTB was
recognized in 1980, Pokagon in
1994, and Gun Lake in 1998.
-- Excerpted from Matthew L.M.
Fletcher, On Indian Children and the
Fifth Amendment, 80 MONT. L. REV.
99, 99-101 (2019)

CASUAL CRUELTY
FIRST GENERATION

The first photo above is of
Professor Wenona Singel's sister,
Christina, and her son. In the last
picture, you can see Professor
Singel and Fletcher's two young
sons. In Wenona and Christina's
family, their children are the first
generation to not experience the
loss of adoption or Indian boarding
schools. Both their lives and their
mother's life have been irreparably
changed by people who worked in
the 1950s and 1970s to encourage
the adoption of Indian children

because *887 they believed that
Indian children would be better off
in the long run in white, middleclass homes. Their mother and her
sister, the middle picture, were
taken by Catholic Social Services in
Detroit in the early 1950s and
placed with their adoptive parents
in an adoption in 1958, without any
written documentation whatsoever.
When their mother and her sister
were brought to their adoptive
parents' home, no one was home, so
the two young girls were left at a
neighbor's house to await the
arrival of their new parents. In the
middle photo, you can see their
mother and her sister in a picture
taken after the adoption.
Less than two decades later,
Christina was taken from their
mother immediately after her birth
by members of her church
community in Detroit and placed in
an informal foster home identified
by the church, despite the fact there
was no evidence of abuse, neglect,
or inability to provide for Christina.
After their mother was successful in
getting Christina returned to her
four months later, a woman from
the church offered to babysit
Christina for the day. The woman
took Christina to the services of
another church in Flint. There, she
offered Christina as an adoptive
placement to a couple that admired
the beautiful one-year-old Indian
girl. The members of their mother's
church pressured their mother to
give up Christina to a white,
middle-class family because they
believed she would be better off.
Again, there was no evidence of
abuse, neglect, or inability to
provide
for
Christina.
A
representative from the church, the
same woman who offered Christina
to the family in Flint, took their
mother to the Wayne County
courthouse to ensure that she
would not back out from the
placement and expose her true
feelings
of
confusion
and
uncertainty. After the judge
finalized the adoption, their mother
cried the entire trip home.

Wenona felt her mother's
enduring
pain
and
shame
throughout her entire childhood.
She always grieved the loss of her
sister. Since she was four at the time
of her sister's adoption, she has few
memories of their time together,
other than remembering that her
sister had a joyful smile, a closet of
pretty infant dresses that Wenona
adored and envied, and the habit of
laughing
whenever
Wenona
laughed, and crying whenever
Wenona cried.
Before these experiences, many
grandparents
and
greatgrandparents and other relatives of
Michigan
Indians--including
Professor Fletcher's relatives1-experienced their own family losses
when they *888 were sent to Indian
boarding schools in Mt. Pleasant2
and Harbor Springs, Michigan.3
These boarding schools attempted
to strip them of their language,
culture, and family relationships in
exchange for training for menial
jobs in adulthood. Professor
Fletcher's
grandmother,
Laura
Mamagona (née Pokagon and
Stevens),
would
not
speak
Anishinaabemowin, the language
she spoke as a child in addition to

English, until the last years of her
life. Our relatives are still healing
from the wounds of multiple
generations of our families being
ripped apart.
-- Excerpted from Matthew L.M.
Fletcher & Wenona T. Singel, Indian
Children and the Federal-Tribal Trust
Relationship, 95 NEB. L. REV. 885,
886-88 (2017)

DIBAKONIGOWIN
Indian Lawyer as Abductee

The Indian lawyer is a figure of
critical importance to the future of
Indians and Indian tribes. As late as
1968, there were fewer than twenty
or thirty lawyers of American
Indian ancestry. Tribal leaders have

long yearned for more Indian
lawyers. Albert White Hat, a Lakota
language instructor and Sun Dance
leader, encapsulated this argument
when he said, “[W]e need Indian
lawyers . . . [t]o master the Western
culture, English language and come
home when you are ready. We will
take you to a sweat lodge and tell
you what we want and what we
need.” Another Lakota tribal leader,
Ike Schmidt, said, “Much of the
time tribes don't have the
appropriate daily legal advice, but
we are starting to see more Indian
lawyers.” And, since the late 1960s and each year since - there are more
and more Indian lawyers. As
Melody McCoy, a Cherokee Indian
and graduate of the University of
Michigan law school, said in 2000:
[T]here are many more
Indian lawyers and lawyers
practicing
Indian
law.
Thousands, perhaps, whereas
when [the Native American
Rights Fund] started there
were fewer than two dozen. A
few tribes today have fullfledged legal departments.
Over 250 tribes have tribal
court systems. Federal Indian

law is a regular course at many
law schools.
And these Indian lawyers have
begun to permeate some niches of
power in the American legal
system. When he was head of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Kevin
Gover recalled a meeting:
where
the
Justice
Department was there, along
with some folks from Capitol
Hill, and the leadership of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs were
there, and I looked around the
room and just started counting
all the Indian lawyers that
were in that room. Basically, all
of us were Indian lawyers.
Thirty years ago, there were
less than a dozen Indian people
who were attorneys, and look
at us now.
And
yet,
the
narrative
employed by commentators to
describe the Indian lawyer is in
fundamental contradiction. On one
hand, the Indian lawyer sometimes
is hailed as a savior, a shining
beacon of light and hope for
Indians and Indian tribes. On the
other hand, the Indian lawyer
sometimes is vilified as a sell-out,
both legally and culturally. Indian
lawyers are contradictions; they
have planted roots in several
cultures and subcultures - tribal
culture, non-Indian culture, and
legal culture. As one Indian lawyer
admitted,
There are lots of Indian
lawyers who have been
influenced by forces outside
their tribal identity; there are
influences of schools, churches,
other
people,
and
the
influences of living away from
the homeland with its sacred
places to remind them of who
they are. The dilemma is there:
external
thinking
and
philosophy and internal tribal
identity.
As such, Indian lawyers are
uniquely qualified to be on the
forefront of developing tribal
government political and legal
structures. Often, their task is to

infuse this development with
traditional and cultural relevance
rarely exhibited in the past with
non-Indian lawyers. Indian culture,
tradition, and discourse are directly
relevant to an Indian lawyer's job.
An
example
of
this
contradiction is within the views of
Professor Robert Odawi Porter, a
Seneca Indian who has worked as
lawyer both in and out of Indian
Country and is now a law professor
at Syracuse University Law School.
At one point early in Professor
Porter's scholarly career, he referred
to his former Indian lawyer
colleagues
as
“sovereignty
warriors.” Upon further reflection,
Professor Porter has written that he
views Indian lawyers as acute
threats to tribal sovereignty.
Perhaps the opposite of
Professor Porter in some ways is
Sam Deloria, a Lakota Sioux from
Standing Rock who moved out of
legal practice and became Director
of the American Indian Law Center
in Albuquerque. When speaking of
Indian law professors Deloria made
these comments that also relate to
Indian lawyers:
The saddest thing of all is
the
number
of
Indian
academics who basically yearn
for a time which never existed,
when Indian sovereignty was
like Superman in a universe
without kryptonite. That never
even happened for Superman.
Somebody always had a little
rock of kryptonite to whip out
and Superman was toast. But
we have sad, misguided
scholars dropping out of
what's happening because, as
one said to me, “I can't
participate in a project that tells
the tribes what they can't do.”
My God. That's *213 our
money that sent this guy to
school. In the old days, when
my people sent out some
scouts, if they went over the
hill and saw 500 Crow Indians
standing there cleaning their
weapons, were they supposed
to come back to the camp and

say, “No problem, man,
nothing happening?” They
would get fired as scouts.
Whatever
our
personnel
system was in those days, they
wouldn't be sent out. But we
have scholars that want to look
over the state of the law and
come back and say, “Hey,
we've
got
unlimited
sovereignty, it's just that we've
got a screwed up country that
won't recognize it.” Well, that's
helpful.
***
One would think that the need
for
Indian
lawyers
is
unquestionable. With the rise of
treaty rights awareness and the
shifting of federal policy away from
assimilation and termination to selfdetermination in the 1960s and
1970s, the need for legal help to
pave the way for Indians and
Indian tribes is apparent. Michigan
Indians, for example, believed in
the late 1970s that the “complex
legal dealings with the United
States government” required the
education and training of a new
generation of Indian leaders. In the
intervening decades, the need for
educated
Indian
leaders,
particularly
Indian
lawyers,
remains. As one commentator
noted:
Indian history is taught in
pre-collegiate courses as a
footnote to American history,
sanitized of the genocide and
savagery perpetrated by the
pioneers and the American
military on Indians. It is no
wonder that the very idea of
what constitutes Indian culture
as held by non-Indian lawyers
and jurists who enforce the
constitutional guarantees of
equal protection, is a product
of popular movies and the
occasional trip to an Indian art
market for the very fortunate.
Indian lawyers are a conduit
for expanding knowledge within
tribal
governments
and
communities about modern legal,
political, and economic issues and

opportunities. Consequently, they
are a key to moving forward and
developing.
The goal (dream) of moving off
the reservation to attend college
and then law school and then
returning home to their families has
become a reality for many Indians.
Many of the best and brightest
young Indians are encouraged to
excel in grade school and move on
to college. Modern Indian lawyers
practicing in Indian Country are
gratified with their work and
contributions to the advancement of
Indians and their tribes. One
prominent Indian lawyer stated,
“Let me conclude by saying that I
have
absolutely
no
regrets
becoming an Indian lawyer. We, as
tribal attorneys, are in a fraternity,
so to speak, of people who share a
lot of the same goals.” Another
prominent Indian lawyer stated,
“It's just exciting to me to think I
could help my people by getting an
education . . . and by bringing back
what I've learned back to the
reservation.”
***
[Consider] another element of
the Indian lawyer to light, the
element of the lawyer as mystic or
conjurer, especially from the point
of view of an Indian, the client.
Professor
Rennard
Strickland
wrote, “Certainly in the life of the
contemporary Indian the lawyer
stands in what seems to be a
conjurer's role, calling upon
courtroom incantations and magical
formulas, but always evoking the
doctrines from the discourse of
conquest.” It appears, then, that the
lawyer is a conduit of magic, but
the lawyer's tool is black magic,
magic of the evil kind.
Indians are wholly justified in
fearing and resenting lawyers,
having been victims of coldblooded legal strategies and blatant
conflicts of interest. Professor Carey
Vicenti, a non-lawyer but also a
tribal court judge, noted:
Indians were fortunate in
the first several decades of
their captivity to avoid a

relationship with lawyers.
Where lawyers have offered to
help, they have primarily
hindered,
supporting
the
allotment policy and the
granting
of
citizenship.
Lawyers pursue legal rights in
a disembodied puritanical
fashion as if social justice must
necessarily flow from the
redress of legally cognizable
rights. They refuse to enter
those grounds where rights
might be articulated but not
legally recognized.
Professor
Vicenti
then
described the role played by
lawyers in the eradication of Indian
land claims through the mechanism
of the Indian Claims Commission:
The
Indian
Claims
Commission and its work
formed a significant part of the
structure of tribal relations,

more so than may be thought
at first glance . . . . We got paid
off. We received no interest on
the going rate of land. But
desperation makes for the most
convenient of settlements. We
were offered a cash settlement
to forever lose claim to lands
from which we were born. The
money, at the urgings of our
attorneys, bought our silence,
but did not buy our memories .
...
This era of land claims
settlement was not one of
conciliation
between
the
United States and Indian tribes
. . . . And worse, we fell into the
hands of new “friends.” In
order to preserve to ourselves
the best outcome under these
duressful circumstances we
were urged by federal officials
to employ legal counsel. And

we did. But this became yet
another
phase
in
our
colonization. We fell to the
mercy of lawyers. Now, a
patronage alliance was formed.
Council members, leaders of
Indian America, not being in a
position to evaluate the advice
of legal counsel, were obliged
to accept such advice. They
were advised to accept the
money and to assume an
attitude of success. It was like a
“Jedi mind trick.”
Other commentators have
criticized Indian lawyers (in this
case, non-Indians) for conceding
important legal questions in oral
argument before the Supreme
Court. For example, in the Santa
Clara Pueblo v. Martinez oral
argument, commentators strongly
condemned
tribal
non-Indian
advocates for conceding that
Congress had authority over the
internal workings of Indian tribes.
These commentators also rebuked
the attorney for the Suquamish
Tribe for conceding that Indian
tribes had most of their sovereignty
diminished
by
the
federal
government in the Oliphant v.
Suquamish
Indian
Tribe
oral
argument. Most persuasively, the
commentators criticized attorneys
for the Sioux Nation for choosing
the strategy of trying to secure
money damages for the loss of the
Black Hills rather than following
the strategy demanded by their
clients for the return of the Black
Hills. And, perhaps most notorious,
is the non-Indian attorney who
represented both sides of an armslength transaction between the
Hopi Tribal Council and a mining
company, a deal which ultimately
left the Hopi Tribe's sacred lands
ravaged by strip mining and
finances exploited by extremely low
royalty revenues. More recently,
non-Indian lawyers and lobbyists
have been accused of improperly
and excessively charging four tribes
millions of dollars for access to the
Republican Party leadership.
***

With these highly regarded
scholars so strongly denigrating
Indian lawyers, it is not surprising
to read that some Indian lawyers
are, for example, unwilling to
practice in tribal courts. Others
agree to work for their own tribes
reluctantly, fearful of tribal politics
and conflicts of interest.
The criticism of Indian lawyers
extends
beyond
their
legal
strategies, but to their contribution
and presence in the tribal
communities they left to pursue
their professional education. Indian
lawyers often undergo extensive
social scrutiny and must wade
through
waves
of
suspicion
directed toward them. Moving
away from the reservation for seven

years or more creates a real or
apparent cultural divide between
the Indian lawyer and those he or
she left behind. This is true for any
educated Indian. Often, educated
Indians (and others) are considered
to be “assimilated.”
Despite the fact that tribal
leaders typically base at least part
of their political campaigns on
education - attempting to realize a
goal of sending as many young
tribal members off to school as
possible - when those young
members come home, they often
return under a cloud of suspicion or
even jealousy.
***
Unfortunately,
it
rarely
improves on the outside. Indian

lawyers have to defend themselves
even from non-Indian lawyers.
Lawrence R. Baca, a Pawnee Indian
who works for the Civil Rights
Division in the Department of
Justice, wrote about one experience
where another attorney asked him
to prove his Indian credibility:
A few years ago, I walked
into another attorney's office
and introduced myself. She
looked at me and said, “I
thought you were supposed to
be an Indian. I mean, you're
obviously
not
culturally
Indian. You do not dress like
an Indian!” I said, “Yes, I do. I
wear a suit and tie to the office
because I'm an Indian lawyer.
I'd wear beads and feathers to

the office if I were a
professional Indian . . . but I'm
not,
I'm
an
Indian
professional.”
The impact of this suspicion
directed toward educated (and
successful) Indians is multiplied
when the returning Indian is a
lawyer.
The
underlying,
concentrated suspicion of Indians
toward lawyers often intensifies the
negative view of the returning
Indian. This reaction is sometimes
exemplified by a refusal to hire the
Indian lawyer for whatever reason.
And when the Indian lawyer is
hired, often tribal members and
tribal leaders behave awkwardly
toward him or her, sometimes with
overt
antagonism.
In
many

instances, the tribal leadership will
receive the advice of an Indian
lawyer with skepticism and refuse
the advised course of action unless
a non-Indian lawyer seconds the
recommendation. To be fair,
however, many (if not most) Indian
lawyers return home to the
equivalent of a ticker-tape parade
and quickly garner the trust of the
tribe's members and its leadership.
Nevertheless, this distrust and
rejection of Indian lawyers by tribal
communities recurs.
– Excerpted from Matthew L.M.
Fletcher, Dibakonigowin: Indian
Lawyer as Abductee, 31 OKLA. CITY.
U. L. REV. 209, 209-13, 220-29 (2006)
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